
Take the first steps to a successful 

cloud migration, saving you time, 

energy and resources in the long run.

Receive a detailed report helping you 

to evaluate the road to the cloud, 

outlining:

• Key Findings – identifying risks, 

issues, opportunities for 

improvements, timescales and future 

road map

• Recommendations –reviewing 

against best practices and providing 

our conclusions

CLOUD SERVICE OFFERINGS

• Cloud Strategy

• Cloud Migrations

• Cloud Applications

• Cloud Managed Services

• FREE 2-Day Cloud Readiness 

Assessment

Achieve Cloud Success.

Work with the experts.

THINKING ABOUT MAKING THE MOVE TO THE CLOUD?

As a certified and highly-experienced cloud solutions

provider, Namos can help you to understand how a move

from on-premise to the cloud will be beneficial to your

business. Let us help you to understand your Cloud

Readiness and we will assess your existing infrastructure

against your strategic plans and available budget, helping

you to build a strong business case for moving your

systems to the cloud.

Moving to a Cloud Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution

provides a perfect opportunity to re-engineer your

business processes and a Cloud Readiness Assessment will

enable you to determine how and when you can take the

first steps on your Cloud journey. Namos will work with

you to assess the feasibility of Oracle’s Cloud Offerings,

with the objective to move at a pace you are comfortable

with and discuss any areas you are unclear about or need

further clarification.

Oracle Cloud Applications provide a modular approach

allowing organisations to select individual Application

Pillars, or the ERP Suite in its entirety. Oracle Cloud

Applications’ multiple deployment options bring flexibility

to tailor the solution to your needs. This flexibility allows

customers to adopt a “big bang” or phased

implementation approach depending on business needs or

complexity.

Cloud Readiness 
Assessment



If you find the SaaS Cloud all a bit daunting, then help is at 
hand. Let Namos eNgage with your organisation with a 
Cloud Readiness Assessment, by working with you and your 
key business users to build a roadmap to the Oracle Fusion 
Cloud. Namos understands that this is a big commitment 
for any organisation so taking the first steps should only be 
at your own pace.

Ready to get started? Take the first step to ensuring a 
successful move to the Cloud, contact the Namos team 
today.

Namos Solutions can eNgage with your organisation at any 
level, whether just for advice or to undertake larger 
exercises such as Scoping Studies, System Reviews, Planning 
and Future Road Mapping.

Our team are experts in Programme, Project and Change 
Management with significant years of business and Oracle 
experience across a variety of industry sectors.

We are happy to commit to our clients on engagements 
that range from a single day to many years and provide our 
services as and when required by you, according to your 
budget and needs.

ABOUT NAMOS SOLUTIONS
Namos Solutions are an award-winning Oracle OPN
Modernised Partner specialising in the
implementation and support of ERP, EPM and HCM
business solutions, both in the Cloud and on-premise.

With global experience together with an impeccable
track record, our business is built on our passion for
delivering successful business transformation. Passion
underpins everything we do at Namos – passionate
about delivering beyond expectations, earning trust
and building long-lasting relationships with our clients.

London Office
Namos Solutions Ltd
2 London Wall Place

London

EC2Y 5AU 

Telephone: 0845 299 6220

Email: info@namossolutions.com

Website: www.namossolutions.com
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“Big Enough to Deliver, Small Enough to Care”
The Namos personal service that makes us

stand out from the rest.


